Streaming video has recently surpassed peer-to-peer networks in terms of network capacity hunger. Reports estimate a share of 40 % of peak network capacity dedicated to entertainment, mostly streaming video. A large share of this traffic originates from web-based services. YouTube alone takes up to 8 % of the prime time Internet traffic. While transmission currently works in a best effort system, multimedia information systems on the web are far from being perfect. Retrieval, annotation, validated and useful metadata, reliable and trusted services, and user interaction and context-based adaptation are still under discussion and issues to research.
This special issue brings together research papers from the area of multimedia and the web discussing innovative ideas and new directions, new technologies, advances and challenges. The special issue call gained wide attention in the research community resulting in an overall amount of 24 papers submitted and the following 12 accepted manuscripts: Renzel, Ralf Klamma, and Matthias Jarke. The Web itself is a very dynamic organism with uncountable interacting peers. The detection of fake media resources becomes more and more important and can be further improved by the consideration of trust. & "Personalized vIdeo Adaptation Framework (PIAF): High-Level Semantics Adaptation" by Vanessa EL Khoury, David Coquil, Nadia Bennani, and Lionel Brunie. Video adaption is a cumbersome task, especially with the consideration of complex semantics based on user preferences. This paper places a significant emphasis on theoretical details of the utility function and the computation of the adaptation plan. & "Sensory Effects for Ambient Experiences in the World Wide Web" by Markus Waltl, Christian Timmerer, Benjamin Rainer, and Hermann Hellwagner. Recent standardization work targeted towards a more comprehensive experience while watching media resources. To reach this goal, the Sensory Effect Metadata has been proposed to associate multimedia content with devices like fans, vibration chairs, or lamps.
Multimedia on the Web offers exciting challenges to researchers, deep technical problems to engineers, and fascinating application areas to Web designers. The wide range of challenges and opportunities was addressed in this special issue. Standardization and openness are keys to the still on going attractiveness of the Web. The possibility to exchange data, metadata and related services via standard Web browsers is facilitating a tremendous developer community and a large portion of the planet's population. Multimedia services like browser-based video conferencing are becoming are becoming a commodity in the moment and even advanced multimedia services like video editing can be offered on mobile smartphones utilizing cloud computing solutions. But the Web is still evolving and there are new opportunities on the horizon turning the web in a huge collaboration platform with more direct browser-to-browser communication in near real-time with standard mobile and social services. The trend that users have several Web-enabled devices will lead to new multi-device solutions seamlessly moving the user context on basis of standard Web protocols. The real power of multimedia on the Web is not unleashed yet.
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